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Text posudku:     
Summary 
======= 
The thesis is about comparing implementations of rendering systems in computer graphics. 
Specifically the work addresses material models which play an inherently important role in 
physically based light transport. It provides a framework to compare multiple renderers on a 
predefined set of test cases ranging from colour accuracy, microflake distributions and 
iridescence to advanced effects like polarization and fluorescence. 
 
Text 
==== 
The language is overall adequate with a slight tendency for informalism and overuse of 
articles. The text delivers a thorough overview of colour science, light transport theory and 
appearance modeling. The level of detail is just right to understand the topics covered 
throughout the thesis. 
 
I am missing a relation to previous work in this field.  
 
Chapter 1.2.5 and especially the description of pathtracing is coarse and inaccurate. 
Unfortunately it does not follow the mathematical notation of previous sections but uses an 
informal description of the algorithm which exposes misunderstandings. Path weights 
('BRDF value', 2.3) and 'colors' are not added, but energy is accumulated. Path weights are 
not accumulated on the sensor, but partial throughput is tracked during traversal. Only once 
there is contribution, the pathweight gets multiplied.   
This can be interpreted as if the student did not make a thorough connection between the 
theory and its implementation. 
 
Implementation 
============== 
The framework incorporates two open-source rendering systems, mitsuba2 and ART, which 
have vastly different I/O formats. It collects their HDR outputs and displays them using a 
web interface. The python implementation is not very pythonic (following common python 
conventions and patterns), but reads more like a C program. 
 
All scenes contain different reconstruction filters, which may explain differences between 
renderers around high frequencies (sharp edges and microflake distributions). This missed 
detail shows again some gap in knowledge in the theoretical workings of this comparison. 
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Unfortunately the provided reference images are far from converged and contain 
considerable noise. 
 
Conclusion 
========== 
Overall the main contribution of this thesis is hard to identify. It is neither a very broad 
testing framework (as in more (basic) BSDFs, or more renderers) nor a very deep one (as in 
sophisticated scientific validation) either. The focus on highly specialized appearance 
effects leaves the basic ones unconvered and proves risky. As there is missing support in 
the chosen renderers, the final framework compares only three out of six anticipated effects. 
 
Questions 
========= 
I hope these questions will be answered in the defense. 
 
Monte Carlo integration is a statistical tool to solve high dimensional integrals. The 
drawback is the amount of variance remaining in each estimate. That makes the comparison 
between multiple estimates difficult. What other statistical methods for validation have you 
considered besides subjective image comparison? What did keep you from employing such 
more rigorous approaches? 
 
Appearance models are a well defined part of a rendering system. Have you considered 
more focused tests (like unit-tests) to isolate the tested phenomenon without interaction 
from other parts of the system? 
 
Jeri presumably computes difference images in RGB. Especially for the spectral accuracy 
experiment, this leads to obfuscation of the real problem. 
Have you considered computing the difference images in spectral bands and visualizing 
that? 
 
Do you plan to push the open-source contributions to the upstream repositories so that 
others can find them? 

 
Práci doporučuji k obhajobě. 

 
Práci nenavrhuji na zvláštní ocenění.     
Pokud práci navrhujete na zvláštní ocenění (cena děkana apod.), prosím uveďte zde stručné 
zdůvodnění (vzniklé publikace, významnost tématu, inovativnost práce apod.). 
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